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I experiment with the plasticity and form of performing as
a tool for analysis of the present. Each event/performence is open
to a working group and guests composed of people who eat, speak
and work together for the duration of the meeting and is open to the
public. I offer the use/the experience as a platform, performative
space and moment of collaborative experimentation focusing on
my research work. Via performances, sculptures, food, texts and
installations I create situations involving new exhibition rituals
that challenge our way of looking and perceiving. Orchestrating
different relationships between art, work and cooking, I blur
the accepted distinctions between the habitual rules governing
production, distribution and consumption. Through precise,
subtle gestures I explore not only the question of attentiveness
to the artwork’s materiality, but also the behaviour of the person
looking at it. Here the artwork is not some ephemeral image to
be cursorily glanced at or consumed, but something physical and
tangible to be taken care of and to spend time with.
My work addresses the forms of consideration of the living in
the multitude of their aspects. Thus, I elaborate sculptures and
installations and induce, by using organic materials, their own
evolution, and their autonomy.
Through the practice of sculpture, installation and writing,
I look for a set in motion both forms and text. Since 2016, I am
committed to developing a form of life and bringing the organic
in my work. Through their evolving nature, forms then open up
to potential futures. Mosses in gestation or seeds in dormancy,
I wish to evoke the latent and discrete forces that underlie our
world. By contamination, the plant spreads like the feelings
that inhabit us. The practice of writing imposes itself gradually,
mixing sensitive and poetic experiences with historical facts or
news. I am interested in various sources and genres ranging from
Rap music to botany, in search of a visceral and embodied word.

Through the analysis of our food habits, I take another look at old
stories, draw from the source, and revive our buried memories.
In the manner of storytellers, I reinvest collective practices and
ancient rites. I study the impact of our ways of consumption on
our bodies and the transitions they operate in our lives. I reinvent
moments of sharing around (mixtures?) preparations. On a
different scale of the body, my practice also dialogues with the
design of spaces, urbanism and architecture; our places of life and
their transformations. It is in their sharing that my stories take all
their meaning and that is why the activation of objects takes an
increasingly important place in my work.
Today, I continue my research on plants and food absorption
rituals in the awakening of the senses. I work to put forward the
sensitivity of a shared experience, creating open narratives as
possible to imagine together in order to emerge meaning once
again where we seem they have been lost.

PAR LE CHANT GRONDANT DES VIBRATIONS AUTOUR
SOLO EXHIBITION
WINTER 2021
CENTRE INTERNATIONAL D’ART ET DU PAYSAGE
ÎLE DE VASSIVIÈRE

Par le chant grondant des vibrations autour by Tiphaine Calmette is a project for
the art centre inspired by the inherent energy of the site, by the architecture of the
building itself, but also by the elements that make up the island environment, in
particular the lake and the vegetation.
From one room to another the visitors are encouraged to interact with the objects that
are on show. Furniture that can be used, tools that work, materials that change form
or items that can be consumed are just so many different ways in which the exhibition
interacts with those who move through it.
Produced by using existing knowledge and working together with various artisans,
the work encapsulates a sense of sharing, bequeathing and living in the moment,
which permeates the artist’s way of working. Their design and modus operandi are
governed by supernatural laws which only the most perceptive are sensitive to.

This exhibition was co-produced with le Centre céramique contemporaine La Borne, l’IAC — Institut d’art
contemporain — Villeurbanne/Rhône-Alpes, et l’YGREC ENSAPC d’Aubervilliers.

PAR LE CHANT GRONDANT DES VIBRATIONS AUTOUR, 2020
EXHIBITION VIEWS

Geobiological study carried out with Yann Hélip-Soulié
Stills and alchemical vision realised with the help of Olivier Zol
Rocaille produced with the support of Morgan Lefer
Choice and collection of plants advised by Chantal Ballot
Sound piece made with Antoine Mermet
Earthworks led by Samuel Dugelay with Alexiane Trapp, Lise Madec, Alice Ollie, Simon Keba, Oscar
Mijangos, Mathilde Terrier, Victor Schneider, Diane Humblot, Brenda Kurien, Léon Dugelay, Louise, Léna,
Laura, Adèle Nicolas, Cédric, Sarah et Charlie
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Pressw :
- SONDER L’ÎLE : Par le chant grondant des vibrations autour - Tiphaine Calmettes
- Capsules sonores thématisées, autour de l’exposition avec Antoine Mermet
- Visite de l’expo par la médiatrice – Radiovassivière
- Au Centre international d’art et du paysage de Vassivière, devenir l’eau du lac,
par Bruno Barlier – La Montagne

EXTASE ET BAIN DÉRIVATIF, 2020
CONCRETE, METAL, VEGETABLE MOSS AND LICHENS
@RAPHAËL TRAPET

PAR LE CHANT GRONDANT DES VIBRATIONS AUTOUR, 2020
RAW SOIL, CONCRETE, CERAMIC, GLASS
@TIPHAINE CALMETTES

PAR LE CHANT GRONDANT
DES VIBRATIONS AUTOUR, 2020
INSTALLATION IN SITUE
RAW SOIL, TERRACOTTA, CONCRETE

PAR LE CHANT GRONDANT
DES VIBRATIONS AUTOUR, 2020
INSTALLATION IN SITUE
RAW SOIL, TERRACOTTA, CONCRETE

PAR LE CHANT GRONDANT DES VIBRATIONS AUTOUR, 2020
INSTALLATION IN SITUE
KOMBUCHA MOTHER, WOOD, CERAMIC

PAR LE CHANT GRONDANT DES VIBRATIONS AUTOUR, 2020
CERAMIC, METAL, CARPET

PAR LE CHANT GRONDANT
DES VIBRATIONS AUTOUR, 2021
CERAMIC, RAW CLAY, PLANTS, WOOD

IL Y AVAIT DES ODEURS QUI MARCHAIENT
FROM 10 JULY TO 8 AUGUST 2020
CENTRE D’ART YGREC-ENSAPC

Il y avait des odeurs qui marchaient is a proposal developed by the artist
Tiphaine Calmettes for Ygrec-ENSAPC as part of Un été culturel en Île-de-France.
For four weeks, the artist will transform the art centre into a space of research,
experimentation and production (craft, culinary and plant) in which visitors can
discover works «in the making».
The exhibition space will be transformed into a place for growing kombucha (a living
tissue, a symbiosis of bacteria and yeast, which proliferates, grows and expands) as
well as a place for culinary experimentation where the public will be able to look,
smell and taste edible objects. The sculptures produced will evolve each week into an
exhibition that will never be completely static in its form but, like the living, will be in
constant transformation.
This project, which is part exhibition and part production residency, is also intended
to be a platform for encounters and exchanges between the artist, speakers (chef,
philosopher, curators) and the public, who will be invited to three meeting-events
on 23 July, 30 July and 8 August. It is through artistic, food, social, philosophical and
consequently political reflections that the artist questions our customs and habits,
whether they are linked to our way of visiting an exhibition, of eating bread, of sitting
at the table or, more broadly, of envisaging the living.
Guillaume Breton

Plus d’infos et presse :

- Tiphaine Calmettes, le goût d’apprendre, par Annabelle Martella – Libération

This exhibition was co-produced with the Centre céramique contemporaine La Borne.
With the support of the Direction régionale des Affaires culturelles d’Île-de-France - Ministère de la Culture.

IL Y AVAIT DES ODEURS QUI MARCHAIENT , 2020
CERAMIC, METAL, CARPET
PHOTO ©OBJETS POINTUS

IL Y AVAIT DES ODEURS QUI MARCHAIENT , 2020
WITH THE CHIEF AMELIE ROSSELOT
PHOTO ©NATHALIA CHATZIGIA

SANS TITRE , 2020
EXHIBITION VIEW IAC

SANS TITRE , 2020
EXHIBITION VIEW IAC
VARIOUS MATERIALS

